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Hospitality Ventures Management Group (HVMG) Names
Roxanne Rees Director of Asset Management and Analytics
ATLANTA, July 9, 2018—Hospitality Ventures Management Group (HVMG), an Atlantabased, private hotel investment, ownership and management company, today named Roxanne
Rees to the role of director of asset management and analytics. In her new role, Roxanne will
develop and maintain operational reporting systems, as well as produce operational and financial
analysis, for HVMG’s portfolio of independent and boutique hotels and resorts, as well as fullservice, select-service and extended-stay hotels under the Hilton, Marriott, Hyatt, and IHG
brands.
“In her nearly 15 years of real estate financial analysis, Roxanne has worked with some
of the biggest names in the hospitality industry, including InterContinental Hotels Group,
Ashford Hospitality Trust and Jones Lang LaSalle Hotels,” said Richard Jones, HVMG senior
vice-president and chief operating officer. “With her proficiency in everything from feasibility
reports to market trend analyses, we are confident that Roxanne is the ideal candidate to help
HVMG enhance our operational systems to provide better value for our various shareholders.”

Prior to joining HVMG, Roxanne held a number of positions with InterContinental
Hotels Group, culminating in manager, business support, for their Americas Finance division. In
that role, she provided analytical support for IHG’s entire portfolio of more than 3,000
franchised hotels in North America. Previously, she worked as a financial analyst for Ashford
Hospitality Trust and as an analyst for Jones Lang LaSalle Hotels. Roxanne received her
bachelor’s degree in finance from the University of Arizona and her master’s degree with an
emphasis in real estate finance and development from Cornell University.
“With their aggressive growth plans, HVMG promises to be an exciting next step for me,
and I look forward to helping the company achieve its business goals as it expands its portfolio
across the United States,” Roxanne stated.
About Hospitality Ventures Management Group
Hospitality Ventures Management Group is a privately owned, fully-integrated hotel
investment and management group that specializes in turning around and repositioning
underperforming hotels, as well as maximizing the performance of stabilized hotels. It currently
operates 45 hotels in 18 states totaling 7,674 guest rooms. HVMG operates independent and
boutique hotels and resorts, as well as full-service, select service and extended stay hotels under
the Hilton, Marriott, Hyatt, and IHG brands. Visit www.hvmg.com for more information.
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